Wild flavors—in foraged herbs, say, or sauvage Chardonnays fermented with airborne yeasts—are complex, powerful and thrillingly unpredictable. Here’s a look at all the wild new possibilities: in the kitchen, in vineyards and even on fashion runways and in tree-house hotels.
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**WILD**

**BREAD**
Wild kind: sourdough

Mark Stambler captures the wild yeasts of Los Angeles to make rustic, chewy loaves in his backyard oven. He sells his bread at the Cheese Store of Silver Lake.

**BEER**
Wild kind: lambic

Sixpoint Craft Ales’ “Mad Scientists” line will feature a lambic-like beer made with wild yeast from the brewery’s Brooklyn rooftop.

**WINE**
Wild kind: natural bottles

Relying on wild yeasts to ferment wine is slow and unpredictable, but Napa producer Franciscan credits the process for the complex flavors of its Cuvée Sauvage Chardonnay.

**FENNEL HUNTING**

Wild fennel grows like a weed in much of California. Pastry chef Bill Corbett uses it in a strawberry compote he spoons onto orange-scented pound cake (recipe, p. 34).


**UP IN THE AIR**

Bakers, brewers and winemakers are making use of spontaneous fermentation driven by wild, airborne yeasts.

Mark Stambler captures the wild yeasts of Los Angeles to make rustic, chewy loaves in his backyard oven. He sells his bread at the Cheese Store of Silver Lake.

Sixpoint Craft Ales’ “Mad Scientists” line will feature a lambic-like beer made with wild yeast from the brewery’s Brooklyn rooftop.

Relying on wild yeasts to ferment wine is slow and unpredictable, but Napa producer Franciscan credits the process for the complex flavors of its Cuvée Sauvage Chardonnay.
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Treetop Penthouse Inkaterra’s new Canopy Tree House sits 90 feet above the Amazon jungle floor in southeastern Peru, providing a perfect perch for observing the wildlife. Doubles from $600; inkaterra.com.

**RECIPE FILE**

**The Foraged Onion** This easy pickle is a natural with wild-game terrine.

**Pickled Wild Onions with Honey and Wild Rosemary**

**TOTAL: 30 MIN PLUS 6 HR**

**PICKLING • 6 TO 8 SERVINGS**

Chef Joshua Skenes of San Francisco’s Saison employs a full-time forager to find ingredients like the wild onions Skenes pickles and serves alongside house-made rabbit terrine. The garnish: wild rosemary blossoms and fried foraged greens—chickweed, oxalis, miner’s lettuce. The recipe here is a simplified version.

1. Pack the onions into a heatproof glass jar. In a medium saucepan, combine the vinegar, honey, water, lemon juice, peppercorns, ¼ teaspoon of salt and 1 rosemary sprig and bring to a boil. Pour the hot liquid over the onions and place a small plate on top to keep them submerged. Let cool completely. Serve right away at room temperature, or refrigerate for up to 1 week.

2. Just before serving the onions, snip the remaining 5 rosemary sprigs into 2-inch lengths. Heat the oil in a small skillet until shimmering. Add the rosemary and fry over moderately high heat for about 30 seconds, until crisp and just beginning to brown around the edges. Drain on paper towels and sprinkle with salt. Serve with the onions.

---

**WILD ROSEMARY**

Chef Joshua Skenes uses the herb two ways: boiled (to flavor a brine for onions) and fried (as a crunchy garnish).
Mushroom Mind Games
Eating wild mushrooms can make you sick, but so can fungus phobia, says Eugenia Bone.

Even though more and more people are foraging for wild mushrooms, I constantly meet people who are afraid to. It’s ironic, because in my experience, mycophobia—fear of mushrooms—has its own potential side effects.

To wit: One summer in southwest Colorado, my friend Yvon and I found a beautiful cluster of fresh, white, vase-shaped mushrooms. I didn’t recognize them but Yvon was ecstatic. “Oooh,” he said in his French accent. “These are wonderful in the ohm-let!” What are they called? “Spa... Spo... Ah! What does it matter? They are delicious when young.” We each collected about five pounds.

The next morning, I decided a positive identification was in order. I got out the books and found our mushrooms right away. *Clitocybe dilatata*: poisonous. I called Yvon. “But I ate a pound of them last night, and I feel excellent!” he replied. I told him to go to page 746 of the National Audubon Society Field Guide to Mushrooms. There was a long pause. “I’ll have to get back to you,” he said.

Yvon called poison control, and was put on hold, during which time he started to sweat profusely and freak out over every stomach rumble. He finally talked to a mycologist, who explained that if he’d been poisoned, he’d have known it right away. It seemed that the young mushrooms hadn’t fully developed their potential toxicity.

Getting poisoned by a wild mushroom is a wretched experience, but so is thinking that you’ve been poisoned by one. Any mycophile will tell you: Mushroom poisoning can be a problem of the mind as much as the belly.

---

Eugenia Bone’s *Mycophilia: New Revelations From the Weird World of Mushrooms* is due out in October.
Ocean Harvest A seaweed salad from the Maine coast.

Wakame-and-Cucumber Salad

Kacie Loparto harvests seaweed along Maine’s coast and sells it at farmers’ markets and on her website, shesellsseaweed.com. She especially loves wakame mixed with miso, ginger and cucumber.

Bring a medium saucepan of water to a boil. Add 2 ounces wakame seaweed and remove the saucepan from the heat; let stand until softened, 20 minutes. Drain the wakame, rinse under cold water and pat dry. Remove any tough ribs from the wakame and thinly slice. In a medium bowl, whisk ¼ cup rice vinegar with 1 tablespoon each of fresh lime juice, yellow miso paste and finely grated ginger, along with 1 teaspoon honey. Whisk in ½ cup vegetable oil and 1 teaspoon toasted sesame oil and season with salt. Add the wakame along with 6 thinly sliced, small Persian cucumbers (or 1 large seedless cucumber) and 2 thinly sliced scallions and toss well. Garnish with toasted sesame seeds and serve right away.

FROM THE SEAWEED KITCHEN

KOMBU WITH BEANS
Loparto cooks kombu with heirloom black beans for a subtly sweet, smoky flavor.

VEGETABLE SUSHI
“When unprocessed, toasted nori is great with some brown or wild rice,” Loparto says.

SEAWEED BLT
Loparto makes a vegetarian “DLT” with fried dulse, lettuce and tomato.
Good Buzz

The lives and struggles of beekeepers are the focus of a blog and a documentary film.
FRUSTRATEDFARMGIRL.COM
A Bay Area mother blogs about her beekeeping hobby, telling how she captured a feral swarm and extracts honey from hives.
QUEEN OF THE SUN
This documentary examines the mystifying Colony Collapse Disorder, which causes bees to suddenly disappear from their hives.

Undomesticated Dessert

Wild fennel makes pound cake almost adventurous.

Strawberry-and-Wild-Fennel Compote with Pound Cake

1. MAKE THE POUND CAKE
   Preheat the oven to 350°. Butter and flour a 9-by-4½-by-3-inch metal loaf pan. In the bowl of a standing electric mixer fitted with the paddle, beat the butter with 1¼ cups of flour and the salt, vanilla seeds and orange zest until creamy. Scrape the mixture into a bowl. Add the egg yolks, whole eggs and sugar to the mixer bowl and beat at medium-high speed with the whisk attachment until pale and thick, about 4 minutes. Stir half of the whipped eggs into the flour paste, then fold in the rest.
   2. Scrape the batter into the loaf pan and bake in the center of the oven for 1½ hours, until the cake is risen and a skewer inserted in the center comes out clean. Let the pound cake cool in the pan for 30 minutes, then turn out onto a wire rack to cool completely.
   3. MAKE THE COMPOTE
      In a 9-by-13-inch nonreactive baking dish, combine the fennel, vanilla bean, a pinch of salt and 2 tablespoons of water. Cover with foil and roast until the fennel is tender, 30 minutes. Meanwhile, in a medium bowl, toss the strawberries with the sugar, lemon juice, vanilla seeds and a pinch of salt and let stand until juicy, 30 minutes.
      4. Add the strawberries and their juices to the fennel, cover and roast for 30 minutes. Discard the vanilla bean and transfer the compote to a bowl. Slice the cake and set a slice on each plate. Top with the compote, sprinkle with fennel pollen and serve.

NOTE
Wild fennel pollen is available online at chefshop.com.

Pound Cake
2 sticks unsalted butter, softened, plus more for the pan
All-purpose flour
½ teaspoon salt
1½ cups sugar
Vanilla bean, split and seeds
Finely grated zest of 2 oranges
Large egg yolks
Large eggs
Small cultivated fennel bulb
Vanilla bean—split, seeds scraped and bean reserved
Sliced small strawberries, diced
½ cup plus 2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
Wild fennel pollen, for sprinkling

Compote
2 small, young wild fennel bulbs (or 1 small cultivated fennel bulb)—halved, cored and diced
Vanilla bean—split, seeds scraped and bean reserved
Salt
1 pound small strawberries, diced
½ cup plus 2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
Wild fennel pollen, for sprinkling

Recipe File
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Uniformed Dessert

Wild fennel makes pound cake almost adventurous.

1. MAKE THE POUND CAKE
2. Scrape the batter into the loaf pan and bake in the center of the oven for 1½ hours, until the cake is risen and a skewer inserted in the center comes out clean. Let the pound cake cool in the pan for 30 minutes, then turn out onto a wire rack to cool completely.
3. MAKE THE COMPOTE
   In a 9-by-13-inch nonreactive baking dish, combine the fennel, vanilla bean, a pinch of salt and 2 tablespoons of water. Cover with foil and roast until the fennel is tender, 30 minutes. Meanwhile, in a medium bowl, toss the strawberries with the sugar, lemon juice, vanilla seeds and a pinch of salt and let stand until juicy, 30 minutes.
4. Add the strawberries and their juices to the fennel, cover and roast for 30 minutes. Discard the vanilla bean and transfer the compote to a bowl. Slice the cake and set a slice on each plate. Top with the compote, sprinkle with fennel pollen and serve.

NOTE
Wild fennel pollen is available online at chefshop.com.

1. Preheat the oven to 350°. Butter and flour a 9-by-4½-by-3-inch metal loaf pan. In the bowl of a standing electric mixer fitted with the paddle, beat the butter with 1¼ cups of flour and the salt, vanilla seeds and orange zest until creamy. Scrape the mixture into a bowl. Add the egg yolks, whole eggs and sugar to the mixer bowl and beat at medium-high speed with the whisk attachment until pale and thick, about 4 minutes. Stir half of the whipped eggs into the flour paste, then fold in the rest.
2. Scrape the batter into the loaf pan and bake in the center of the oven for 1½ hours, until the cake is risen and a skewer inserted in the center comes out clean. Let the pound cake cool in the pan for 30 minutes, then turn out onto a wire rack to cool completely.
3. In a 9-by-13-inch nonreactive baking dish, combine the fennel, vanilla bean, a pinch of salt and 2 tablespoons of water. Cover with foil and roast until the fennel is tender, 30 minutes. Meanwhile, in a medium bowl, toss the strawberries with the sugar, lemon juice, vanilla seeds and a pinch of salt and let stand until juicy, 30 minutes.
4. Add the strawberries and their juices to the fennel, cover and roast for 30 minutes. Discard the vanilla bean and transfer the compote to a bowl. Slice the cake and set a slice on each plate. Top with the compote, sprinkle with fennel pollen and serve.

NOTE
Wild fennel pollen is available online at chefshop.com.

1. Get the pound cake out of the pan. Let it cool completely. Slice it into slabs and set aside.
2. In a medium bowl, toss the strawberries with the sugar, lemon juice, vanilla seeds and a pinch of salt and let stand until juicy, 30 minutes.
3. In a 9-by-13-inch nonreactive baking dish, combine the fennel, vanilla bean, a pinch of salt and 2 tablespoons of water. Cover with foil and roast until the fennel is tender, 30 minutes. Meanwhile, in a medium bowl, toss the strawberries with the sugar, lemon juice, vanilla seeds and a pinch of salt and let stand until juicy, 30 minutes.
4. Add the strawberries and their juices to the fennel, cover and roast for 30 minutes. Discard the vanilla bean and transfer the compote to a bowl. Slice the cake and set a slice on each plate. Top with the compote, sprinkle with fennel pollen and serve.

NOTE
Wild fennel pollen is available online at chefshop.com.